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State of the Union 2006: Busk States His Agenda
Kyle Castillo
Vu'( lulitor
In a house that is divided, it is the
leader whom has the power to
unite. January .list's Stale of the
Union Address gave President
George W. Bush his latest opportunity to accomplish that feat,
but made it clear he was not willing to concede many of his
stances.
Outside of a couple of occasions, there were few instances of
uniform applause, shedding light
on what was an already more
than visible chasm between
Democrats and Republicans.
"In a system of two parties,
two chambers, and two elected
branches, there will always be differences and debate. But even
tough debates can be conducted
in a civil tone, and our differences cannot be allowed to harden into anger. To confront the
great issues before us, we must
act in a spirit of good will and
respect for one another - and I
will do my part. Tonight the state
of our union is strong -- and
together we will make it
stronger."
The speech which highlighted

everything
from
decreasing
American
reliance on
Middle
Eastern oil
by 75 percent
by
2025, to
defending
the warr a n 11 e s s Busb presenting the
Address
wiretap
program.
Falling in line with the tone of
his recent speeches, Bush admitted that previous military strategies needed modification, but he
reinforced his faith in those being
currendy implemented.
He also made an effort to neutralize lingering questions on the
reasons for the Iraq invasion, and
called for the focus to be placed
on the present and future rather
than the past.
"...there is a difference
between responsible criticism that
aims for success, and defeatism
that refuses to acknowledge anything but failure. Hindsight alone
is not wisdom. And second-guess-

ing is not a
strategy."
Bush also
addressed the
increasingly
ominous situation developing in Iran,
North Korea
and
the
Hamas run
Palestine,
State of the Union
emphasizing
America's.
need to stay active in the world
political scene.
"America rejects the false comfort of isolationism. We arc the
nation that saved liberty in
Europe, and liberated death
camps, and helped raise up
democracies, and faced down an
evil empire. Once again, we
accept the call of history to deliver the oppressed, and move this
world toward peace."
Due to an already stretched
budget very few new programs
were introduced.
However,
President Bush did emphasize the
need to further the education of
math & science to our youth.
"We need to encourage chil-

dren to take more math and science, and make sure those courses
are rigorous enough to compete
with other nations."
He also alluded to the need to
address the issues facing Health
care as well as the social and economic issues brought to light by
Hurricane Katrina.
Also mentioned was the need
to create earmark reform due to
the over abundance of special
interests. He showed support for
the "line item veto," leading to a
vigorous applause by Arizona
Senator John McCain whom is
heading up the reform initiative.
Perhaps the loudest applause
heard from the democratic side of
the isle came when President Bush
made mention of the defeat of his
Social Security program.
Following the State of the
Union Address, the democrats
responded with a speach given by
newly elected Virginia governor,
Tim Kaine.
Kaine wrapped up the message
by relaying the Democratic
mantra, "That there is a better
wav."

Widow of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. died on Monday
Tandrea Madison
(U-WIRE)
(U-W1RE) SAN JOSE, Calif.
- She was a woman of achievement, goals, determination, and
perseverance and before she
ever became Mrs. King, she was
simply Coretta Scott.
Coretta Scott King, widow of
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., died
on Monday at the age of 78,
and some would say the nation
lost a treasure.
"Mrs. Coretta Scott King's
passing leaves a significant void
in the nation's leadership
ranks," said African-American
Studies Department Chair
Steven Milner. "She wasn't just
a wife of a civil rights leader.
She earned the respect and
admiration of all who take
women and people of color

Association
for
the
serious in today's America."
of
Colored
Social work graduate student Advancement
Albani Goodall agreed, saying, People and on June 18,1953, she
"We're missing out on a good became Mrs. King, according to
the Web site.
woman."
After Dr. King's death on
Coretta Scott was born on
April 27,1927 in Heiberger, Ala., April 4, 1968, she continued on
.with his
to
sharecropping Sk* k*P* tke **6kt «0,»« af*•* MLK civil
parents ^'*d and the never got the recogni- rights
work.
Bernice and 'ion. She was often overlooked."
"It's
O badi ah
amazing
that
this
happened
right
Scott, according to the Web site
after
his
birthday,"
Radio,
televiof Academy of Achievement in
Washington, DC, a museum of sion, film major Josh Meeks said
about Dr. King's birthday on
living history.
She excelled academically and Jan. 15.
"She kept the fight going after
musically, graduating valedictoriMLK
died and she never got the
an of her class at Lincoln High
recognition.
She was often overSchool in Marion, Ala. As an
looked."
undergraduate
at
Antioch
Her death took some comCollege in Yellow Springs, Ohio,
she
joined
the
National pletely off guard. Sociology

major Alethea Huggins says that
she was in shock when she found
out.
It's sad," Huggins said.
Mrs. King was able to get her
husband's birthday established as
a holiday. She built the Martin
Luther King Jr. Center for
Nonviolent Social Change in his
honor and published the first
part of her autobiography, "My
Life with Martin Luther King Jr."
Later in her life, she devoted
much of her time to AIDS education and gun control.
"She truly exemplifies the saying that behind every successful
man is a strong woman," said
Rita Torres, senior librarian at the
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Joint
Library. "Maybe (her death) will
get the attention of students...to
not let their legacy die."

Editorial
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Words From Tke Editor: Tke Sad State of Circumstance
I am not sure if I can begin to
define the irony of George
Bush's State of the Union
Address. I will begin with our
president's
most
recent
phrase that has been making
headlines: "Keeping America
competitive requires affordable energy. And here we have
a serious problem: America is
addicted to oil, which is often
imported from unstable parts
of the world." I was unaware
that humans were capable of
gaining dependency^to fossil
fuels, but then again, that
man shocks and enlightens
me with every word that
emerges from his mouth.
I read over the State of the
Union address from last year
and oddly enough the two
held many similarities. Bush
was either unprepared and
decided to give the same
generic speech as the past five
years, or he has failed to
resolve any of the problems
afore
mentioned.
David

Letterman commented on
this by saying, ""It was a
long, dull speech. Halfway
through, Ted Kennedy sent
drinks over to the Bush
twins."
Another recurring topic is,
of course, the "War on
Terror." Bush said optimistically, "On September the
11th, 2001, we found that
problems originating in a
failed and oppressive state
7,000 miles away could bring
murder and destruction to
our country." We accidentally went to the wrong 7,000
mile marker, but he found
justification in this mistake
and decided to make the
best of it after we destroyed
their Nation.
I am not defending tyrany,
but I have little respect for a
leader who lies/gets his reason for invading a country
wrong three times.
He went on to say, "We
have killed or captured many
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of their leaders—and for the
others, their day will come." I
like his ambition, but I feel that
such an over zealous attitude
and motive should not be
directed toward murder.
He uses this attack to validate and excuse his illicit
"detective skills", if you will.
When speaking on the budget,
he informs the American people that he will "reduce or
eliminate more than 140 programs that are performing
poorly or not fulfilling essential
priorities."
Coincident.ilh
enough, many of those happen
to affect higher education
funding.
Bush speaks directly to the
citizens of Iran and says,
"America respects you, and we
respect your country." What
follows sounds vaguely familiar to what he said before we
invaded Iraq. If I could speak
directly to Iran, I would forewarn them to watch their
backs.

Bush barely touches on the
topic of the tragedy in New
Orleans, which has outraged
many of those affected by this.
He moved on to more pressing
topics, such as prohibiting
abuses on medical research
concerning the creating of
human-animal embryos and
the patenting of human
embryos. I am relieved to
know that he will not be allowing any mythological creatures
to run rampant through the
countryside.
He closed by speaking on
courage. Recently in my
British Literature class we
read "Saga of the Volsungs"
and just this week Dr. Tracy
asked our class about the different ideas of courage that
existed in the 900 B.C. time
era. We discussed the flaws of
Sigmund and addressed why
he failed his kingdom.
Our class differentiated that
in order for these civilizations
to be successful they needed

their kings to be not only
courageous, but intelligent.
We noted the mistakes made
by these leaders that lead to
their demise. One namely
being the gain of power
through brute force, which
causes me to sadly see that
not much has changed in the
past 3000 years.
With Bush's support lowering and the road to victory for
our troops becoming longer
with each speech that he
gives, I find these various
wars we are fighting moving
from a gray area to one with a
closer resemblance to black,
and asking not only what, but
who are we fighting for?

Janet Jones
Editor-in-Chief

Letter to tke Editor: Skateboarding on Brock Commons
There are two types of ways
people learn in the general population. You have your people that
learn from the mistakes of others
and ones that make the mistakes
and learn the hard way. After a
recent Judicial Board hearing, I
have been asked to write an essay
based upon my experiences with
making mistakes and learning.
Upon arriving to l-ongwood, I had
no understanding of the skateboarding policy that was in place
on campus. After several confrontations with I/>ngwood Police
I have finally come to an understanding of all the aspects in the
policy. If anyone has looked over
the policy there are some parts that
came be a little confusing.
The one that affected me the
most prohibited the riding on
Brock Commons. First mistake I
made was the misunderstanding
that there is no riding on Brock
Commons period. Trick riding and
transportation riding are prohibited to allow the Brock Commons to
stay in the pristine condition it is
currently in. This rule is present to
prevent any damage not only to
Brock Commons but also the spirit of Longwood that is incorporated in the Brock Commons area.
Anywhere outside of the Brock
Commons area including sidewalks, parking lots, and roads is fair

game for transportation use. Now
the privilege to transport from
place to place is limited. Your
speed must be safe and reasonable
to ensure the safety of the students and pedestrians on the university campus. The individual
transporting is also expected to
always respect the right of way the
pedestrians have. In any situation
that a pedestrian is close to you or
in your path you must either stop
or slow down. Another important
aspect of the policy is the need to
stay within campus boundaries,
leaving the campus boundaries
can result in a court summons as
well as a judicial summons. This
rule has nothing to do with
Longwood University but is based
upon the town ordinance against
skating on sidewalks, streets, and
public parking lots.
It is important to know the policy on skateboarding because
there are many instances where
the police or officials are not
always informed on what the exact
rules are. If you are prepared with
the knowledge to defend yourself
you will save not only your own
time but the time of the police. If
you feel a desire to trick ride,
which is prohibited everywhere on
campus, there are some places you
can go. Private parking lots are an
area that you can ride however you

like. You must still get permission form the owner of the lot or
the cops will get involved. No
matter how much you disagree
with the policy, taking the chance
of skating on campus is not
worth it. Taking on my second
judicial board hearing this
upcoming week, there is a possibility that I will get either a strike
or even a semester suspension. It
is not worth taking advantage of
the cops by skating when they are
not present. Farmville is a very
small town that is not used to
skateboards or the matter that
they are used. This lack of
knowledge leads to a fear of
skaters and the things they are
doing.
There arc many times
when I have been performing
legal actions on my skateboard
and had either professors or
pedestrians call the police just
because they were not sure what I
was doing. I can not stress how
important it is to review this policy and ask questions if there artthings that confuse you. If you
skate, it is inevitable that some
type of confrontation with the
police will arise. Know the policy and use it to your advantage or
it will be used against you. Learn
a lesson from my mistakes, ride
with confidence and caution.
-Matt Morrisettc
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"If you're not mad, you're not paying attention!"
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Props and Drops
The Rotunda would like to encourage anyone and
everyone to submit props and drops to rotunda@longwood.edu

Props;
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+ To finishing a keg before midnight on a Tuesday
+ To late night tie-dying parties
+ To receiving flowers for no reason at all
+ To laughing so hard your face hurts

Ske Said, He said - Wire Tapping
Sara Bonovitch
Ittiluns hdilor

"The program's legal, it's
designed to protect civil liberties,
and it's necessary," President
George W. Bush said in an
address to the nation last
Thursday.
Bush, of course, is referring to
the controversial wiretapping
issue that has been in the news
since mid-December.
Bush authorized the National
Security Agency (NSA) to initiate
the program at the end of last
year.
The program will allow
unwarranted surveillance of
phone calls being made to and
from the United States.
President Bush stressed that
domestic phones are not being
tapped.
The purpose of this surveillance is to gain foreign intelligence concerning al-Qaeda and
terrorist threats.
However, this new program
has many politicians, as well as
the American public, up in arms.
Many say it threatens the
democracy and the liberties of
this nation.
Others think that Bush has
exceeded his power in going
against the system of checks and
balances.
Whatever the views may be,
Bush's new program is definitely
raising concerns.
As of January 11, 50 percent
of the nation was in support of
Bush's new national security procedures.
Though it all may seem a bit
too illegal and intrusive, there is
good reason to back the
President in his efforts.
First, this new program was
designed with the nation's security in mind.
With review from three NSA
lawyers, it was declared legal
before it was implemented by the
agency and the president.
There is "no doubt it is legal,"
said Bush in last Thursday's

address.
Calls that are tapped deal with
specific
communications
between terrorist suspects.
Any calls that do not deal with
threats against this nation will
not be disclosed and will be
destroyed.
Therefore, if citizens are not
making suspicious phone calls to
members of al-Qaeda, there
should be nothing to worry
about.
The President's responsibility
is to protect the American peopie.
Since
the
attacks
of
September 11, Bush has been
taking more steps in safeguarding this nation. This new program is doing just that.
President Bush is doing his job.
Had this new wiretapping program been in place before
September 11, the attacks could
have been prevented.
This is due to the fact that two
of the 19 hijackers were in touch
with overseas al-Qaeda members.
Does America have to endure
a repeat of September 11 in
order to understand that in times
of war, a nation must do what is
necessary?
Bush has authorized this wiretapping procedure as a vital step
in protecting this nation.
An infringement on certain
civil rights and privacy is a small
sacrifice to make to ensure the
safety of this nation and thousands of American lives.
More than privacy will be
destroyed if Bush does not take
this measure in defending our
nation.
We are fortunate.
President George W Bush is
taking a stand against terrorism
and those that want to obliterate
everything America stands for.
Our civil liberties, our
American democracy, and the
American way of life will be
destroyed if nothing is done to
prevent such heinous acts.

Kyle Castillo
Ntm luli/or

+ To the sponsors and participants of the Polar
Plunge
+ To sleep, blessed sleep
+ To the jokes on Laffy Taffy wrappers

"Security is like liberty in that
Drops:
many art the crimes committed
in its name. The menace to the - To whoever keeps checking out "March of the
security of this country, be it Penguins"
great as it may...is as nothing
compared to the menace to free - To that longing hunger-stricken gaze found in our
institutions inherent in proce- political leaders
dures of this pattern.
- To reality
In the name of security the
police state justifies its arbitrary - To Wintergreen and the inability to maintain their
oppressions on evidence that is fake snow
secret, because security might be - To hectic traffic at the dining hall
prejudiced if it were brought to
- To turning on the radio when your favorite song has
light in hearings.
The plea that evidence of just ended
guilt must be secret is abhorrent
lest we walk into a well from
to free men, because it provides however that security issues have
looking at the stars...
a cloak for the malevolent, the given rise to policy that threatens
This Court seems to regard
misinformed, the meddlesome, to breach the sanctity of our liberty.
[liberty
and order) as enemies of
and the corrupt to play the role
each
other
and to be of the view
If
found
to
be
legal
by
the
of informer undetected and
Supreme
Court,
unwarranted
and
that
we
must
forego order to
uncorrected."
achieve
liberty...
unregulated
wiretapping,
threat(Former Supreme Court
ens to erode the delicate balance
The choice is not between
Justice Jackson.)
order
and liberty. It is between
When the Manhattan towers of democracy that we hold so
liberty with order and anarchy
collapsed into mounds of dear, granting a blank check to
without
either. There is danger
expand
upon
executive
power,
molten steel on that early
that,
if
the
Court does not temboth
now
and
in
the
future.
autumn morning, they claimed
per
its
doctrinaire
logic with a litThe
Foreign
Intelligence
much more than the lives of
tle
practical
wisdom,
it will conSurveillance
Act
of
1978
(FISA),
thousands of American men,
was
the
first
major
demonstravert
the
constitutional
Bill of
women and children.
Rights into a suicide pact"
It is often said that seeing is tion of judicial oversight for
The importance of protecting
believing; as the publics initial intelligence related matters and
ourselves
from those who wish
established
specific
legal
paramestate of disbelief quickly transharm
to
this
country is, and will
ters
for
electronic
surveillance.
formed into acceptance of the
Under
FISA
law
wiretaps
may
be
a
concern
for the foreseeable
morbid reality unfolding before
future.
be
conducted
prior
to
receiving
a
them, American's quickly began
What must be questioned
to realize that the innocence of warrant; but a warrant must be
however, is whether or not we
the post Cold War era was offi- sought within 72 hrs after the inican do so without trampling on
tiation of the wiretap.
cially gone.
our constitutional rights. Before
The President states that FISA
In its stead developed a culwhittling away the constitution
courts
are
slow
and
inefficient.
ture of fear, the kind of fear that
we
should look to address the
However,
this
problem
should
be
was all too familiar to a country
root
of the problem, the backlog
addressed,
not
used
as
justificawhose older generations still
in
the
FISA courts.
tion
to
defythe
system
of
checks
clearly recall the feelings' of vuland
balances
that
define
any
sysFailure
to do so might not
nerability that existed during the,
tem of free and honest represenbring about sudden death, but
"red scare," of the 1950's.
our freedoms are sure to wither
As terror struck, America tation.
over time, and when they are
As
Justice
Jackson
once
said,
vowed to never play the role of
"Such
[free]
institutions
may
be
finally extinguished it will have
victim again. Despite its flaws,
been
ourselves who killed them;
destined
to
pass
away,
but
it
is
the
the initial passage of the Patriot
duty
of
the
Court
to
be
last,
not
death
by euthanasia.
Act was considered by most to
first,
to
give
them
up...An
old
be critical to the future defense
of our nation. It appears now proverb warns us to take heed
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R8 mi peom & storie plz : One English Major's Attempt to
Understand Online Teenage Writers Boards
Leslie Smith
Desifn IJilor

"Rate my poem?" or even a "con
crit my story?" - translated to, I
assume, "constructive criticism
on my story would be gready
appreciated."
Speaking of language, phonetics really thrive here, as people
just guess at how to spell words,
sounding them out through their
keyboards, or just punching in
letters that they hope might
reside in the word they want,
regardless of order, which is usually the case when "poem"
comes out as "peom."
Half the time, though, the
misspellings are genuinely on
purpose, in order to escape the
censoring of the website's moderators, who have decided that
"suck" is worse than "damn,"
leading many boards to take on a
Greek appearance, when they
spell suck "s-v-c-k."
On to the action, though - I
click on a "Rate my poem" topic,
and come upon a six stanza monstrosity. It's like stumbling into a
room and finding your brotherin-law and sister making out. Not
end-of-the-world traumatizing,
but not really what you expected
when you opened the pantry
door.
I give it a go, though, and read
the first few lines:

Before my dear reader chastises
me for my dip into the seedy
underbelly of the internet that is a
teenager writer's chat room, I'd
like to say that I actually wanted to
go there. Teenagers are complex
beings, full of stereotyped personalities and labels. I've been
working on a new play featuring a
teenage poet as my main character, so I wanted some insight,
especially on how they feel about
writing.
For my own sanity, I chose only
one board on one popular teenage
website - "Neopian Writers" on
neopets.com, a rolc-playing-esque
type of "keep-my-childrenhealthily-occupied-" site that's
been around for a few years.
I knew that I was going to be
surrounded by bad spelling, what
they now call "internet speak,"
and a lack of any type of grammar. My little sister rudely introduced me to the idea that even
kids who are otherwise smart
could be pulled in by the ease of
such typing - until, that is, my
older sister and I impressed on
her the wise choice of quitting it.
Or else.
I prepared myself for the
plunge one evening by putting
what little I have in my bar within
Gone but not forgotten
easy reach. A tall, strong rum and
By: harry784784
Coke sat on my desk, and I promised myself that by the end of it,
Right there next to me
I'd get off of the computer.
Right there you're standing
I clicked on the various links to
You laugh 1 laugh
get to my board, the bright colors
You cry I cry
and cheery atmosphere of the
page seemed out of place in my
...and I stop there. Scrolling
dim room. I felt like I was a ninja down, I see only a few criticisms,
at a circus, trying to be stealthy probably because no one was
with all the lights on and no cover. really willing to put themselves
The message board is really like through all of it. I'm surprised
a slow chat room - people start though, at the actual construc"topics" and post messages back tiveness I find - "It has no feeland forth at one another, hoping ing. It's just words .on a page"
for advice or companionship. In and 'Too cliche. Make it more
the Writer's Board, it's supposed descriptive," and, "I've really
to be mosdy critiques, samples of heard all that before. Not even
work, etc
phrased differendy."
What it really ends up being,
And, instead of. defending his
though, is a ragtag assortment of, poetry and making himself out
"Should I kcepmy facial*ctMflEjqt to bjjta. kid, Harry actually said,
not?" and "bang; your head ojnme\ "It's 4ways good fp bear con'-'"
keyboard and fee what it sajfi'
structarcritidsm."
You need to concentrate on
Better than I was expecting!
those few topics that seem to be Maybe I was wrong! So I move
legitimate at first, like a hopeful. on, my hopes raised a little,

though my glass is a little more
empty than it was a moment ago.
On to the next "please critique
my poem" topic! I read the first
four lines again:
Once upon a time
By: twinkle_start_new
Once upon a time.
There was a girl,
A mask covered her face
It hid her from the world.
The rest is pretty much like
that part. But, while I was getting
a little disappointed by the creative writing I was seeing, I was
starting to be impressed by the
constructive criticism I was finding - on this particular piece,
someone started in on it by saying, "Well, the word choice was
nice, but it lacked in any type of
flow or rhythm. The lines alternated rather awkwardly between
short and long, which made the
poem choppy."
This was similar to the stuff I
was seeing in my own workshop
classes, and I felt a little better,
though a swig helped me move
on.
By this time, I was starting to
feel a little liquid bravado, and I
wanted to join in on the fun. A
person posted a short poem
under a brand new topic, and I
was the first to review it.
sk8er_girl_1010620 writers:
it may be bad cause im an amateur writer.
could you look at me and tell
me everythings gonna be okay?
could you tell my i won't feel
the same heart pain anymore?
Could ya?
I wish ya could, cuz i'm fallin'
apart
and I don't'.think my life's
worth livin'.
Could you tql^ne that everything's okay? 9
I critiqued tsfeeling like she
would apprec:
erything I had
to say,5$psed
my sample
tecnae** I
bigujty as
njy mdrffoc
}kg out tht
fact tharrieith
■ characters
had been de
the end of
the poem.
"If I knew who 'you' and T
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Early Admissions Approaching 25*
Increase for Fall 2006
Naomi Pearson
CofrjEHtor

Things are looking up for
President Cormier's plan to
increase enrollment to 5000 students by 2007. The Office of
Admissions reported that early
action and immediate decision
applications have increased by
almost 24% from last year.
At last report, the number of
applications received was 468
freshmen.
"We are on track to meet the
freshman enrollment goal of
980," said Sallie McMullin, Senior
Associate
Director
of
Admissions, in an email.
Applications from the regular
decision period, which began in
January, are expected to make up
the difference. Transfer students
are anticipated to add 180-190
more applications.
"We are beginning to see the
effect of the marketing campaign," said Johnice Brown,
Assistant
Director
of
Admissions. Longwood launched
a new marketing and recruitment
campaign in 2005 in partnership
with the Richmond-based public
relations firm Carter Ryley
Thomas.
were, I feel like I'd like the poem
a bit more, if only because I'd
understand it more. As it is now,
I'm struggling to find the point why should I care if I don't
understand?" And we wait to see
what happens next. Will she like
it?
In a show of loyalty I hadn't
witnessed before in this arena,
people started pouring into the
room to tell me that the ambiguity in the poem was necessary, for
reasons I hadn't heard in a long
time.
This is translated with the best
of my ability: "Why would it be a
better poem if I put my frtehd
John's name in it - it just means
not as many people would want
to read it," and "You can't urkfcrstand it? She wants someori/:to
tell her shV-s okay! Hdw dum&lre
<how wquld
I
iw in the kitcb
I can
and type at the s
time.
"I never said she needed

Of all the applications
received from both potential
freshmen and transfer students,
about 76% percent will
accepted, based on Fall 2005 sta
tistics, according to Brown. Only
36-37% of those accepted will
actually enroll.
Although Wheeled residence
hall will be dosed for renovation
at the close of this semester and
the Colonnades (South Ruffner,
Tabb and French) converted to
office use, Doug Howell,
Associate Director of Residential
and Commuter Life, is not worried about making room for the
increased number of students.
Howell said that with students
graduating, studying abroad, or
fulfilling semester-long internships, there will be enough
rooms.
"We have swing space,"
Howell said, "and we know how
many beds we can offer."
He commented that with eligible upperciassmen also moving
off-campus, there should be no
problem housing the incoming
freshmen and transfers. Howell
added that the deadline to apply
for permission to move off-campus is February 10.
names, guys, I just said that the
relationship should be defined, so
the poem has a deeper meaning.
Like, what if that's a 70 year-old
man talking about his dead wife?
That's a much different poem
than a 15 year-old kid talking
about his mom."
Oh, no, but, "That's the point.
It could be about anyone and any
situation, and that makes it better."
I make it sound simple here, I
fear, but it was really about eight
or nine different people crowding
the board.
<
> Name calling started to break
put, insulting my intelligence,
l jfcsulting my presence. It-was like a
bastardized media war, and I was
Jhe new Bush.
ijAt one point, right as I was at
pcixntom of my glass, mrneone
(translated):. '3
as well as you;"1
faster."
knew I had to
there.

see PEOM p.7
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Retail MBA Beina CXfered in Fall
Kristina Johnson
Staff Writ*

The mission of Longwood
University's College of Business
and Economics has always
focused on developing leadership in undergraduate students.
But with the help of several
proactive professors and a new
dean, Dr. Evelyn Hume, the
mission statement will soon
include graduate students as
well.
In the fall of 2006 the
College of Business and
Economics will introduce an
MBA program with a focus in
retailing.
For Dr. C. Mitchell Adrian,
Chair of the Department of
Management, and Dr. Linda
Berns
Wright,
Associate
Professor of Marketing, this is a
dream finally come true. Both
have been activists for the program for the last four years.
The suggestion for the program originated with Robert
Dame, Assistant Dean for
External Affairs and Internship
Director. He is a member of the
Retail Merchants Association

(RMA) of Richmond. Wright
said that for years, the association told Dame they wanted
and needed more graduatelevel persons with a focus in
retail. The jobs were there, but
the people were not.
Wright said that Dame saw
an opportunity for Longwood
University that wasn't currendy
being met anywhere else in the
state. As of now the closest
program available is located in
Florida.
Hume and Dr. Patricia
Cormier hosted a reception
celebrating the new retail management MBA on Tuesday,
January 31 for Longwood faculty members and other invited
guests.
The reception was held in
Richmond at the RMA building.
For Longwood students,
there will be a reception in the
Hiner lobby on Wednesday,
February 15 from 3:00 to 5:00.
Refreshments and information
about the program will be
offered.
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Textbook Reform Bill Awaits Spring Vote;
Act to Alleviate Student Financial Burden
Act aims to help control the cost
of textbooks by giving the students cost-saving options.
These options include increasing choice by requiring college
bookstores to carry unbundled
versions of textbooks, requiring
faculty members to submit
Delegate Glenn Oder
required book lists in a timely
manner so that used books may
www.politkmationwtde. a
be bought back, and encouraging
faculty members to continue to
Will Pettus
Staff Writer
use existing editions of textbooks.
The act would require faculty
members
to be aware of the cost
On Wednesday, January 25,
of
the
textbooks
they request.
Virginia21
lobbyist
and
It would also require the uniDelegate
Glenn
Oder "These
textbook
prices
announced
the
Textbook have become an absolute versity libraries to have sample
Market Reform Act, which will sticker shock," Oder said copies of required books.
It would require that any
come before the Virginia House during the press conference.
money made by the universities
of Delegates this spring.
from the sale of textbooks be
"These textbook prices have
used
to fund financial aid and
become an absolute sticker college students.
The study conducted during activities. It cannot be used as a
shock," Oder said during the
the past year, which included a supplement to tuition funds.
press conference.
The bill will be voted on later
The Textbook Market Reform panel of students, booksellers,
Act, or House Bill 1478, has been and publishers, led to the creation this spring in the Virginia House
written with previsions intended of
the newly announced of Delegates.
to lower the overall cost of text- Textbook Market Reform Act.
The Textbook Market Reform
books for Virginia college students.
This legislation follows the
2005 Textbook Market Fairness
Act which was passed in last
spring's legislative session.
The 2005 Textbook Market
Fairness Act required public colleges and universities in the
Commonwealth of Virginia to
release textbook lists which
include the textbooks tide,
author, and ISBN's, to the public.
It also set up a budget for further research into ways to help
control the cost of textbooks for

W TOYOTA
ANY NEW TOYOTA OF YOUR CHOICE
AS A COLLEGE GRAD, YOU MAY BE ELIGIBLE!
"MOT AU, CVSrOMUK WILL OlAUfT.

® TOYOTA

COROLLA
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Screen Actor Guild Award Winners
Kate StreckfuM
SunJ Write

in
Headquartered
Los
Angeles, the Screen Actors Guild
is the nation's largest labor union
representing working actors.
Established in 1933, SAG has a
rich history in the American
labor movement, including
standing up to studios to break
long-term engagement contracts
in the 1940s, to fighting for
artists' rights amid the digital revolution sweeping the entertainment industry in the 21st century. With 20 branches nationwide,
SAG represents nearly 120,000
working actors in film, television,
industrials, commercials and
music videos. The Guild frosts' to
enhance actors' working conditions, compensation and benefits
and to be a powerful, unified
voice on behalf of artists' rights.

DVDReview:: Snatch

His first feature. Lock, Stock, e5"
The Screen Actor Guild Awards
Two Smoking Barrels, wowed
show is the most unique of all
American and British audiences
shows. Unlike the Golden
alike
and righdy so; it was a hilarGlobes,
Directors
Guild,
ious
and gritty crime-caper with
Producers Guild, Independent
an original style, and it was able to
Spirit, BAFTA, and MTV Movie
pull off the difficult "intertwinAward Shows which nominees
Alex Store
ing stories" approach, with plenty
are voted by unknown,"officiaIs",
Staff Writer
of hilarity and style.
the SAG nominees arc voted by
I am not even going to begin
The script is very witty and
Guild member themselves; the
describe the plot. It is insanely fast-paced, the characters are
actors and actresses and the peo
complicated and can spoil the interesting and larger-than-life,
pie who make the movies. Two
ride.
the directing is top-notch (esperandomly selected panels of 2100
But
I
can
give
you
my
guarancially the opening tide sequence),
SAG members each from across
tee,
with
every
fiber
of
my
being,
and there is just the right amount
the United States select the,nomthat this is a cool movie.
of violence to up the stakes, but
inees for television.-and motion
This was Guy Ritchie's second to not be gratuitous.
pictures. The final ballot then
outing into big-screen moviemakJust like l/xk, Stock..., all of
goes out to the quire active
ing, he started out directing music these elaborate characters and
membership of the Guild who
videos.
subplots come together in a great
selects the outstanding performclimax that could
ances of the year.
put a grin on anyThe road to the Oscars is well underway for the outstanding motion pictures of 2005. Numerous award shows
one's face.
leading up to the biggest night for film have already taken place while a few are still left. Sunday night's Screen Actor
Although
a
Guild Award show was no surprise, with likely winners and nominees. Here are the results (Information
great
movie,
some
provided by/courtesy of www.sagawards.com):
would argue Snatch
Outstanding Performance by a Cast in a Motion Pictureis another Lock,
Cm)*
Stock... but with
Nominees: Brvkeback Mountain, Hustle and How, Goodnight, and Good Luck, and Gapote
name-actors and
Outstanding Performance by a Male Actor in a Leading Rolelots of studio
Philip Seymour Hoffman for Capote
money.
Nominees: Russell Crowe for Cinderella Man, Heath Ledger for Brvkeback Mountain, Joaquin Phoenix for Walk the Line,
I would've liked
and David Strathairn for Good Sight, and Good Luck
to have seen someOutstanding Performance by a Female Actor in a Leading Rolething different, but
Reese Witherspoon for Walk the Line
I still had a rollickNominees: Judi Dench for Mrs. Henderson Presents, Felicity Huffman for Transamtrica, Charlize Theron for North Country,
ing good time.
and Ziyi Zhang for Memoirs of a Geisha
Also, some of
Outstanding Performance by a Male Actor in a Supporting Rolethe dark humor
Paul Giamatti for Cinderella Man
may not be to your
Nominees: Don Cheadle for Crash, George Clooney for Syriana, Matt Dillon for Crash, and
taste (can you
Jake GyUenhaal for Brvkeback Mountain
laugh at an arm
Outstanding Performance by a Female Actor in a Supporting Rolegetting chopped
Rachel Weisz for The Constant Gardener
off?) and this isn't
Nominees: Amy Adams fot Junebug, Catherine Keener for Capote, Frances McDormand for North Country, and
a particularly seriMichelle Williams for Brvkeback Mountain
ous film; it's just a
Lifetime Achievement Award- Shirley Temple Black

Spring 2006 Citizen Leader Series
Sponsored by Student Educators for Active
Leadership (S.E.A.L.)
Tuesday, February 7 ~ Educational Leadership: Inside and
Outside the Classroom
7 p.m. in Wygal Auditorium
Tara Brewer, a 1993 Longwood graduate, serves as an assistant principal at White Oaks Elementary in Virginia Beach.
As a founding member of Princeps, Tara has long been
committed to scholarship and leadership.
She'll be sharing the challenges and strategies educators and
educational leaders face in the classroom and with scholarly
. endeavors outside of their schools.
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Are you interested in...

fun gangster movie.
Anyone looking for dramatic
changes or human struggles
should steer clear of this flick.
I thoroughly enjoyed Snatch
back in high school and today, so
when I picked up the "Snatch:
Deluxe Edition," I was expecting a
neat little treatment to one of my
favorite movies from "back-inthe-day."
It's not terrible, but it could've
been so much more. Let's dive in.
The film itself is presented in
the Superbit version. Before you
say, "What the hell'you talkin'
bout?" let me explain.
The Superbit version of a film
is when the movie takes up one
entire disc.
This gives the audio option of
digital sound, and is supposed to
have the best picture quality available, but to be honest, it looks the
same as any other DVD.
Unfortunately, because all of
the data on the disc is used for the
presentation, there are no extras
to be found on the main disc.
Albeit the digital sound is a
great touch, there's not much to
write home about with the
Superbit version, which is probably why you hardly see them anymore.
And when you consider that
there is no audio commentary byGuy Ritchie, it's enough to send
any hardcore fan of Snatch into
tears and sobs.

see SNATCH p.7

If you are interested in being
an international buddy, please
contact Lonnie Calhoun at calhounli@,longwood.edu or
Ashley Greene at
avgreene(2),longwood.edu or
visit the website:
http://www.longwood.edu/mcaffairs/international/buddyprogram.htm

Learning about other countries?
Making new friends?
Helping out those who don't know
the United States very well?
Learning about other cultures?
Being a friend and a mentor to an
International student?
Traveling and going to cool places
with an International student?
Rooming with an International student?
If you are interested in having
Longwood's International students an International Student as a
come from: Britain, China, France, roommate, contact Lonnie
Spain, Columbia, Canada, and
Calhoun at
many other places!
calhounli(a>longwood.edu.
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SNATCH cont'd p.6
The making-of feature is a
lot of fun, especially for fans
of th'e film.
It looked like the fellas
behind this flick had a blast,
but it was kind of sad to see
Guy Ritchie saying he wanted
to be taken seriously as a filmmaker (he's never really recovered after Swept Away).
The deleted scenes were a
nice touch, giving alternate
takes and a few darker
moments that were left out.
Regretfully, among the
deleted scenes is a great scene
with Benicio and a tea cozy.
And of course, .therf is the
laundry list of in-betweens;
trailers & TV. spots, video
photo gallery, an interesting
"Storyboard
to
Film
Comparison," and filmographies.
Also included are a few

Easier Eggs:
#1. On the bonus disc,
highlight the right arrow on
the menu screen and press
"up" then "right", then
"enter" and ask yourself...are
you easily offended?
#2. Select the "left" arrow
on the first menu screen and
press "up" then "left" for a
tribute to some of the best
dialogue from the movie.
#3. In the filmographies,
choose Guy Ritchie and press
"up" then "left", on Brad Pitt
press "up" then "right", on
Vinnie Jones press "up" twice.
These will get you clips of
Guy making a few comments
on the movie, Brad Pitt, and
Vinnie Jones (this dude is the
shining example of badass).
What makes this disc any
different from the...say fifty

Arts <& Entertainment
other versions of Snatch that
are floating around?
A black-and-yellow packaging box, a deck of cards with
suits pertaining to the movie,
a dealer chip, and a "scrapbook."
That's it.
The DVD had nothing new
added; they were just re-issued
along with the sad trinkets,
and that's pretty low in my
humble opinion.
If they are going to the
trouble of making another
edition, at least put a little
more powder in the keg with
some updates. What a drag.
In conclusion, a great
movie in a less-than-perfect
DVD, which is an outrage
considering how cool the
movie is.
For people who haven't discovered this movie yet, a
rental would be a good idea to
see if it's your cup of tea.
I would recommend buying
the two disc special edition,
which has a color picture of
the cast with a white background; that has the commentary
by
Guy
Ritchie, while this
version
doesn't
even have that.
In short, don't
bother with this
edidon.
It was a poor
excuse for the
DVD double-dipping trend that has
taken over the
movie industry.
The cards and
dealer chip are spiffy, but how
often would you use them?

Restaurant Review: Ruby Tuesdau s
Kristin Casalenumo
Opinion liditor

of cheese fries for her entree. A
classic appetizer, so nothing
review-worthy there.
Janet's stomach, on the other
hand, was literally screaming for a
heaping serving of American cuisine, so she asked for a veggie
burger.
Ruby's veggie burners are
exceptional in size and taste.
They are colossal even compared
to the average hamburger patty.
As if the exceptional size weren't
enough. Ruby's goes above and
beyond by offering three different varieties.

When vegetarians go out to eat in
Farmville, the pickings are slim.
Thankfully, there's a new kid in
town. Replace 'kid' with 'vegetarian-friendly restaurant' and you
have yourself the premise of this
article. Friday evening, my friends
and fellow animal advocates,
Caitlin and Janet, joined me in
breaching broke college student
protocol.
Vie decided to treat ourselves
to a luxurious dinner at Ruby
Tuesday. The place was already
packed at six o'clock. Although
see RUBY p.12
we waited thirty minutes for a
table, our hostesses couldn't have
PEOM cont'd p.4
been more hospitable.
Just as we sat down, the lights
I turned off my monitor and
dimmed throughout the house to
backed away, reeling with both
create a sense of ambiance. It's
pure speculation, but maybe they the Captain, and the possibility
that all of my schooling liad been
heard that they were about to be
wrong
serving food critics.
"They're so right!" I thought.
Caitlin was not incredibly hun"Maybe I can write one poem to
gry, so she ordered a modest plate
fit any situation!"

PAGE 7
In the morning, my headache
followed me back to the board,
vhere I refreshed and saw that the
little devils had crowed victory
over my leaving the topic in the
middle of a "discussion."
I started to get angry, my hands
reaching for the keyboard, and
then I remembered that I was out
of rum.
later, when I was writing this
information down so I'd have it
for a character sketch for my play,
a good friend of mine made me
feel better, and worse.
Better because, "No, it wasn't
just you - all those kids are dumb.
(.ive them a few years to realize
why they can't just BS their poetry
like that." Worse because, "It was
those other boards you found that
were the real flukes."
Is there hope for teenage writers? I can only trust that they pursue their interests through education, and learn that the elements
of a poem are deeper than emotion or expectations. They might
find themselves infiltrating their
old stomping grounds one day,
and they'll need to be prepared for
what they find.

Open Gym and Recreation Hours
Weight Room, V/illett Pool, Her
Gym, and Willett Gym are now
open 7 days a week

w.moFirwfhcom

Do you know any Citizen Leaders?
Nominate students, organizations, organization advisors, faculty, and staff for a citizen leader award.
Go to www.longwood.edu/leadership
to read descriptions of the awards and to submit nominations.

For more information and hours
visit www.longwood.edu/recreation
or stop by the Campus Recreation
Office located in Her
EXECUTIVE

EXCELLENCE

JANE G. WATKINS
PRESIDENT

& CEO

VIRGINIA CREDIT UNION

Nominations are due by Friday, February 10, 2006.
Awards to be presented at the Citizen Leader Awards
Banquet on Sunday, April 9, 2006.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY

8

7 P.M. IN HINER AUDITORIUM
PUBLIC INVITED

For more information, please contact the Office of
Leadership & New Student Programs at 434.395.2414
or citizenleaderffilonpwood.edu
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For the Week of February 3-8
•^

Friday the 3rd

Sunday the 5th

Monday the 6th

Tuesday the 7th

Finding Jobs and
Internships Workshop
4 p.m.
Career Center

February Movie:

LP Movie: Rent
7:30 p.m.
ABC R<x>ms

LP Movie: Rent
2 p.m.
ABC Rooms

3:30 p.m.
Hull Auditorium

Band: Thornbird
'10 p.m.
Lancer Cafe

WMLU meeting
9 p.m.
Hiner 207

Resume and Cover Letter
Writing Workshop
5 p.m.
Career Center

Longwoodjob and
Internship Fair Orientation
4 p.m.
Career Center

Saturday the 4th
Art to Your Heart Content
10 a.m. - Noon
LCVA

Wednesday the 8th

The Dating Game
9 p.m.
Ballroom

Foot in Mouth

Boycott

Longwoodjob and Internship
Fair Orientation
.5 p.m.
Career Center

Concert: the Wonderland
Quartet
7 p.m.
Wygal Auditorium

Thursday the 9th

BurEllieWoocWf

Professional Dining Etiquette Dinner
6 p.m.
Dining Hall Annex
February 8, Greek Night
Men vs. Shcnandoah, 7 p.m., Willett Hall
Halftime Contests and Domino's Shootout
Drawings for Giveaways
Performance by 'Blue Heat'
February 9, Longwood Employee Night
Women vs. Virginia Union, 7 p.m., Willett Hall
Free Admission w/University ID
Halftime Drawing for Giveaways and Domino's
Shootout
-Performance by 'Blue Heat'

Longwood vs. UVA
Basketball Game
In an effort to consolidate his day-to-day insults, Joey began tailoring new words to
offend multiple demographics.
Here are just some of the employers coming:

You've been shot by Cupid's arrow!
It's time for you to fall in love with the
Career Center and it's about time too!
We have an amazing opportunity
coming up that will help you find a job
after college or find an internship over
the summer. What is this huge event?

The Longwood Job and Internship Fair
Thursday, February 16

Wednesday February 15th
Game Time 7 p.m.
Buses will depart at 4:30 p.m. behind the Student IUa

CVS Pharmacy
First Investors Corporation
GE1CO
Internal Revenue Sources
Kitty Hawk Sports
Kroger
NAVSEA Warfare Centers
Peace Corps
Science Museum of Virginia
S & K Menswear
SunTrust Bank
Target Corporation
YMCA Camp Silver Beach

I ho Mudem I ninn and St.A ar* tpMMfkk] a trip •» l1*"11if; Hall to watch vonr Longwoud Lamm take ou the
t \ A t a> ali. i s

Cost is $20 and includes ticket, bus ride,
I -Shirt and other SunChase giveaways
Boxed lunches will be provided for
students with meal plans
Tickets on sale in the Main Office in
the Student Union from 8:30 a.m.-4:45
p.m. starting Monday January 23rd.
Sign-ups end
Friday February 10th at 3 p.m.
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SAFE ZONE TRAINING
PURPOSE
. To establish supportive areas on campus that
work to eliminate myths, misconceptions, and
stereotypes while honoring the diversity of ALL
students.
• To provide a visible and non-threatening way for
students, faculty, and staff to make a statement
that shows unsupportive individuals that homophobia, heterosexism, and hostility will not be
tolerated.
When: THURSDAY FEBRUARY 9, 2006
Where: Amelia room (Student Union)
Time:

3:00-6:00 pm

What is Diversity?
Diversity on campus includes ALI

thflt flenne, Men °f
Differences such as: culture, ethnicity, race, gender,
nationality, age, religion, disability, sexual orientation, education, experiences, opinions and beliefs
are just a few of the distinctions that we each bring
to campus.
By understanding, respecting, & valuing these
differences, we can capitalize on the benefits
that diversity bring to the Longwood campus.
Sponsored by Multicultural Affairs, Unity Alliance, and WeKness Advocates

Arts (^Entertainment
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Weekly Horoscopes
flquarius (ion. 20-Feb. is)

Capricorn mc. 22-jon. 19}

"light \ perirnt <>l RKDMI b showing up- Let'*
remember thil next time w»u decide MomUv b
a great night fur a case race.

Y

"Shake it once, that's fine, shake it twice
that's okay. Shake it i times your playing
with yourself again." Playboy won't cut it
forever.
pi$C£$ (Feb. 19-Morch 20)

•(IrigS (March 21-flpril 19)

OK. Here's the plan: pop your collar, steal your
dad's penny loafers and sport your Ray Bans. Boys
and girls, we're going undercover this weekend.
*

Ever so flighty. You started with art,
then it was biology, and now you've
moved on to psychology. Be careful;
no one likes a major slut.

Taurus wprii 20-May 20)

Gemini (Mey 2i-Jun*2l)

Let's cut the bull, Taurus. We all know vour little
secret. Just remember all those Valentine chocolates
add up, and spring break is right around the corner.

"So, is it true that if you don't use
it, you lose it?" Think about it
Gemini. Think about it.

3

\

ls{20 (|ukj 23-*fltlg(iSt 22)

Canegr 0une 2241^22)

Ambition is a great characteristic, but the "How
to Sell Yourself" workshop at the career center
applies to legal employment opportunities only.

Save the drama for your
mama.

WrgO (Aug. 23. 22-fef*. 21)

Libra topi. ^October 23)

The weather may be unusually
sunny and warm, but it is February
so cover yourself, you saucy girl!

Getting involved in politics, are we? Just
remember, being diplomatic does not include
trying to seduce the foreign exchange students.

Sagittarius (Nov. ss-tee. 21)
*

§eorpio (Oci. 24-Nov. 20

Don't worry; the voices telling you to burn
the Applebee's giant apple are just angry
Ruby Tuesday's employees.

For expert advice, check the inside
cap of your next SoBe bottle.

Call TODAY'
434Clark S1
Farmville, VA
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Roe vs Wade 33rd Anniversary Article
Marina Sizow
ins and limertainmtnl liiiilor
()n Sunday, January 22, 2006 the
historical Supreme Court decision of Roe v Wade completed
its 33rd year of maintaining the
Constitutional right _ to privacy
within the United States.
The final decision made by
the Supreme Court on Roe v
Wade states "a women's pregnancy and other interests
involved violate the due process
clause of the 14th Amendment,
which protects against state
action the right to privacy,
including a woman's qualified
right to terminate her pregnancy."
Throughout Sunday and
Monday protestors and demonstrationists from both sides of
the abortion front lines took to
the streets to make their voices
heard.
One voice which stood above
the rest was that of our very
own President.
"We will prevail," was the sim-

"Here anti-abortion protestors gather annually on this
day for the March for Life where they hope to communicate their Christian-anti-abortion message and listen to
key speakers."
pie message echoed across the
Capital Hill by President Bush
to anti-abortion protestors via
telephone on Monday.
Here anti-abortion protestors gather annually on this day
for the March for Life where
they hope to communicate their
Christian-anti-abortion message and listen to key speakers.
Thousands of others across
the nation join in for similar
demonstrations from Idaho to

San Francisco.
Washington D.C., however
was also the front line for the
pro-choice movement.
A rally and candle-light vigil
was held by pro-choice activists
on the National Mall.
The demonstration later
moved on to the Capitol and
finally, to the Supreme Court
were their message was clear-cut
and definite "Alito=No Justice
for Women," and "Keep

Abortion Legal."
In San Francisco, dueling
protestors from both sides of
the abortion controversy firmly
stood their ground.
Pro-choice protestors shouldering signs reading "Save Rod"
marched right next to pro-life
activists waving signs reading
"Peace Begins in the Womb!"
Now with the backing of
President Bush calling the fight
against abortion a "noble
cause," protestors are hopeful to
gain an ally in the Supreme
Court.
Since the recent nomination
of Judge Samuel Alito to succeed Justice Sandra Day
O'Conner on the Supreme
. Court, abortion rights activists
have feared the overturning of
Roe v Wade.
The retirement of Justice
O'Conner, a long-time moderate and often tie-breaker in the
court decisions, could shift the
majority and votes.
Alito, who admits to being

pro-choice, states however, it will
not impact his future decisions
while serving on the Supreme
Court.
The impact of the overturning
Roc v Wade is often a concept
hard for many young women in
today's society to fully comprehend since many were born well
after the ruling in 1973.
The majority of female students . currendy
attending
Ix)ngwood University have
grown up with the idea of abortion as a safety net.
It's something you hope to
never have to use, but at the
same time you're grateful it's
there-just in case.
This may explain the silence
here at I .ongwood University on
Sunday and many other universities across the nation.
There seems to be a lack of
fear, concern or even knowledge
among college students pertaining to the Roe v Wade decision.

see ROE V WADE p.12

Attention: Longwood Student!
Voted most "Popular"
apartments for students in
Fatmville!

Bring in this ad and get $\OQ off o\
selected units for a limited time
when you pre-lease your oporfmeni
for Fall 'OS! HURRY IN!

Poplar Forest Apartments.
434-392-5300
www.poplarforestapts.com

located just minutes from campus in a quiet
community close to everything! Without a doubt, a
wonderful place to call home! 6ome see us toda>|!
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Speaker
Whitney Dunlap-Fowler
Staff Writer

Black History Wednesdays!
The ladies of the Pi Mu
Chapter of Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority, Incorporated invite you
to join them for Black History
Wednesdays, they introduced the
series by viewing the movie "Four
Litde Girls." The movie focused
on the killings of four young girls
after a bombing in the basement
of a black Baptist church in
Birmingham, Alabama, during the
height of the Civil Rights
Movement. The movie viewing
and discussion was held on
February 1 in the Spice Rack in
Curry at 7:13 p.m.
The next event will be Black
History Family Feud, which is
intended to highlight famous
African Americans of the past
who have paved the way for
African Americans today. This
event will also take place in the
Curry Spice Rack on February 8,
2006 at 7:13 p.m.
For more information, please
contact- Michelle Layne at
mrl 179@longwood.edu
BSA:
Did you hear about the Spring
Weekend After Part)' held at
Mulligan's last spring? Or what
about the arrival of the controversial speaker J.L King, author
of "On the Down Low"?
Ever wonder how events
such as these are planned?
Come sit in on the Black
Student Association's first
meeting of the semester on
Thursday, February 3, 2006

at 4:00 p.m.
Find out what new ideas and
fun events are being planned for
the spring semester, and see how
your input can help!
The BSA meets in the basement of the Cunninghams. Just
knock on the entrance door closest to Stevens, facing the student
union, and someone will let you
in!
The BSA is having a Black
History Quiz Bowl with
Hampden-Sydney's MSU on
Wednesday, February 8 from 7-9
p.m. in room Gil of the new
science building.
For more information, contact
Tiffani Vasquez at ttv674@longwood.edu
This Week in Black History:
Feb. 1, 1926 - What is now
known as Black History Month
was first celebrated on this date
as Negro History Week. It
became a month-long celebration in 1976.
Feb. 1, 1902 - Langs ton
Hughes, a famous poet, was born
in Joplin, Ma
Feb. 1,1810 - The first insurance company managed by
Blacks, the American Insurance
Company of Philadelphia, was
established.
Feb. 2,1862 - The District of
Columbia abolishes slavery.

BoX

RUBY cont'd p.7
There is the classic veggie
burger option, the Alpine Swiss
which has mushrooms and
Swiss cheese, and the BBQ,
which Janet ordered.
Understandably, eating a meal
sans meat is still an alien concept in rural areas such as
Farmville, so alien that Janet
accidentally received a turkeyburger with bacon instead.
But as soon as we alerted our
server of the mistake, she
prompdy corrected it.
x, Janet loved every succulent
bite. The burger was so big that
we had to help her finish it.
Janet commented, "It was
way too much to eat at once,
but what I could eat was very
good. Making a barbecue veggie
burger is innovative and I am
happy that they are considerate
enough to include vegetarians."
As for myself, I ordered what
I had been eying for the entireFeb. 3, 1920 - The Negro
Baseball League is founded.
Feb. 6, 1993 - Arthur Ashe
dies. He was the first African
American tennis player to win at
Wimbledon.
Feb. 7, 1926 - Negro HistoryWeek, originated by Carter G.
Woodson, is observed for the
first time.
Feb. 8, 1986 - Oprah Winfrey
becomes the first African
American woman to host a
nationally syndicated talk show.

ty of our wait.
After a half an hour, 1 was
drooling more than Pavlov's
dog over the salad bar.
Ruby's salad bar is another
extraordinary feature that is
unique in the restaurant industry.
With over a dozen different
types of beans and seeds (even
pumpkin seeds), gourmet croutons, baby corn, spinach, three
types of potato salad, types of
peppers I've never seen anywhere, and other items not
many people could name, it
boasts the most extravagant
selection in the mid-Atlantic
region.
They had run out of cherry
tomatoes, but upoh my
request, an attendant graciouslybrought me sliced tomatoes
instead.
Ruby Tuesday 'offers accommodating service, an excellent
variety for all tastes and
degrees of animal lovers, and a
pleasant dining experience over
all.
The Beatles said good-bye,
but 1 would like to say hello to
Ruby Tuesday over and over
again.
Two cruelty-free, satisfied
thumbs up.

ROE V WADE cont'd p.U
Perhaps this is only because
we have always lived with the
security that our rights are secure
and will protect us.
Some Longwood faculty view
the statements made by our
President as a threat to basic individual rights.
Assistant
Professor
of
Criminal Justice Studies and
Sociology Jami Meyers is quoted
saying: "I believe if you take away
a woman's right to chose that you
take away their basic right to liberty."
Roe v Wade, though extremely
important, is one of many
Supreme Court cases which
affect our day to day lives.
It was initiated by a single
pregnant female (Roe) arguing
the constitutionality of the Texas
Criminal Abortion Laws and her
rights as stated in the 14th
Amendment to the Constitution.
With more and more restrictions being placed by individual
states on abortion throughout
the U.S., very soon many young
women in our nation will gain a
painful understanding of what is
like to lose their safety net, their
privacy and their right to choose.

Check back for more information on minority events on campus.
E-mail Whitney DunlapFowler at wmdunlapfailonjrwood.edu with comments, questions or concerns.

Archaelogical Expedition to the
British Virgin Islands
June 19th-July 13th
All Majors are Welcome!
Six Credits in Anthropology
Interest Meeting
Tuesday, February 7th, 5 p.m. West Ruffner 215
Questions?
Contact Dr. Brian Bates
395-2875 or batesd@longwood.edu
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For Heads Hair Studio
201 HighStreel Farmville,VA23901 434.392.2005
(I ocated in the 1 obby of the Weyanoke)
Monday-Thursday: 10-7-Friday: 10-5, Saturday: 10After hour appts. available
Tuesday Special: Men's haircuts - $8.00 (reg. $15.00)
COLLEGE ID SPECIALS
20% off any hair service
Haircuts: star! (a si5.00
Color: start it $35.00
Highlights: start (a $35.00

Perms: start a $35.00
10% off \quayc and Paul Mitchell products
We accept: MasterCard, Visa, American Express, and debit cards
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In tke Numters

Preview. Super Bowl 2006
Parks Smith
Staff Writer

It wasn't supposed to happen this
way. This was supposed to be the
year when the Colts ran the table
or the Patriots solidified their
dynasty or the Eagles got over the
hump.
Instead, two virtual long shots
roll into Detroit for Super Bowl
XL on February 5. "
The two teams took two very
different paths to the "Motor
City" and feature two very different styles of play.
The Pittsburgh Steelers (14-5)
seem to be riding destiny's wings
into Ford Field for their Super
Bowl match up.
They are the first sixth seed in
NFL history to reach the Super
Bowl, after defeating Cincinnati,
Indianapolis and Denver all on
the road.
There is no doubt the Steelers
are coming in hot, led by the 23year-old arm of quarterback Ben
Roethlisberger.
Roethlisberger has been bril-

his final career game
on the world's largest
stage in his hometown, Detroit
The
Steelers
defense has earned
the
nickname
"Blitzburgh" over the
course of the playoffs
for their relentless
defensive attack on
FEBRUARY 5, 2006
opposing team's quarterback.
liant this postseason and will
They have been a real differbecome the second youngest ence maker, shutting down three
quarterback in Super Bowl histo- of the NFL's best offenses in the
ry behind none other than playoffs. The)' are lead by the
Pittsburgh native Dan Marino.
spirited play of Pro Bowl lineThe Steelers also have tremen- backer Jerry Porter and arguably
dous offensive talent in wide one of the most dominating
receivers Antwaan Randlc-El and safeties today, Troy Polamalu.
Hines Ward, runningback Willie
Contrary to Pittsburgh's
Parker, and former Virginia tight proven playoff toughness, the
end and rookie Heath Miller.
Seattle Seahawks (15-3) still have
However, it is veteran run- a lot to prove.
ningback Jerome Betas who will
They had the NFL's weakest
be getting the most attention in schedule this season and won
this match up. Bettis, nicknamed both their playoff games on their
"The Bus," is a 12-year veteran home field. This franchise has
who will most likely be playing never been to the Super Bowl

XTtti

DETROIT

34 points Senior Ashley

and just won their first playoff
game this year in over twenty
years.
Nevertheless, the Seahawks
are winners of thirteen of their
last 14 games.
The Seahawks also possess the
NFL's Most Valuable Player, running back Shaun Alexander.
Alexander rushed for 132 yards
and two touchdowns in the NFC
Championship game against
Carolina. Also, Pro Bowl quarterback Matt Hasslebeck leads
the Seahawks offense into
Detroit with one of the game's
toughest offensive lines.
The Seahawks feature a hardnose defense lead by rookie linebacker Lofa Tatupu.
So the table is set for a new
world champion to be crowned
on February 5 in Detroit.
The game will be aired on
ABC at 6:30 p.m.
The outcome is uncertain, but
the hype and allure surrounding
the game remains.

Mason scored for a career
high against HTW last
weekend
11 athletes at Longwood
from another countru
U cross countru runners at
Ungwood NOT from VA

&Zfl*K) amount of
money raised bu the Softball
team to fund a trip to
Hawaii

684/2500+ Jotn
Rosens tock s rank among all
men s collegiate golfers in
the nation
173/1500+Stephanie
Hicks rank among all
women s collegiate golfers
in the nation

THE RUMBLE IN RICHMOND!*
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Spring Preview:

Spring Preview. Men s Tennis

Women s Tennis

John Roseiistoek

Parks Smiih
Staff I

G>ach Pat Brccn's women's tennis squad swings into spring
once again, looking to improve
from a 9-9 season last year.
The I.ancers stance! their sea
son on the road playing in the
VCU 4-1
Invitational in
Richmond last weekend.
After
setbacks
against
Campbell and VCU, the
I-ancers ended with a 4 1 victory over the Spartans of Norfolk
State.
"The women have a lot of
experience, and have really been
working on their fitness to get
an edge over their opponents"
said Breen.
This year's team is led in singles by the play of juniors l.exi
Torrice and Romana Bucur,
sophomore Elena Triebskorn,
and freshman Ashley Mclson,
who all picked up individual
victories over the weekend.
In doubles, the I-ancers are
lead by the tandem of senior
Jessica Farr and sophomore
Jenny Kile, who also helped in
the victory over Norfolk State.
The Lancers return to action

February 2, 2006

Staff Writer

Feb. 2(> for their home opener
against Division 111 \I.ir\
Washington, ranked 25th in the
nation by the Intercollegiate
Tennis Association.
This year's home schedulealso features match-ups with instate rivals Hampton (3/30),
Norfolk State (4/1), and Liberty
(4/7), as well as a match-up
against Big Last member
Georgetown on April 2.
I/ingwood also hits the road
this season with a challenging
schedule against ACC member
Virginia Tech and in-state rivals
Radford, George Mason, and
James Madison.
Overall, it should be an exciting season for the lancers.
This year's team has been
given an opportunity to play
some of the nation's most elite
programs and to improve over
last years efforts.

Easter
Seals
BUAUUtV SflVICfS

u

(AmgagBves.

SUMMER CAMP
JOBS
|Looirtng for the best ■ummer of your
i? Easter Seek Virginia can help you
pad it. We are committed to helping
teople with disabilities gain greater
ndependence. Join our dedicated team
hie summer at Camp Easter Seals
rnginia in Craig County. We have job
openings for camp counselors and
Kogram leaders (aquatics, horseback
riding, music, nature, sports and more),
loom, board and salary provided. Fox
^formation, contact Lauren Lightfoot at
lifrlitfootQvn.easterseals.com or at
(804) 287-1067, ext. 110.
Visit our
website to learn how you can make a
difference.
www.va.easterseals.com

The Longwood men's tennis
team will look to many new faces
for success as they enter the 2006
season.
The new players include five
incoming freshmen and a junior
transfer from Boise State.
Along with the six newcomers,
there are four returning players,
including seniors Ian Young and
Tobias Guennel.
Coach Breen has worked hard
on trying to get his young squad
ready for competition.
"We've worked a lot on mental
toughness and playing hard by
simulating match situations during practices," said Breen.
The lack of experience this
year is overcome by talent and a
more solid roster from top to
bottom.
"All of the freshmen are very
talented and competitive," said
Breen. "With the addition of the
freshmen and transfer players, we
have a lot more depth this year."
The schedule is highlighted by
several in-state rivals, with the
season-opener at William and
Mary. Other Virginia schools on
the schedule are Richmond,

4 month student summer rentals
Check out:
seabree2erealtv.com
or call: 252-255-6328
for more details.

Man Washington, HampdcnSvdncy, Liberty, JMU, and
GMU
When asked what
matches he is most
looking forward to,
sophomore
Mini
Barajas-Alexander
commented, "William
and Mary for sure, thev
are in the top 40 in the
country. We are also looking
forward to Richmond and
Georgetown, and it is nice to
have 10 home matches this
year.
Barajas-Alexander is one of

the four returning players for the
Lancers, and should be a
factor in the expected
improvement of the
team's 6 12 record
from last •
Additionally,
the
one-two
punch of junior
Rashko Patnikov and
senior Guennel should
give Longwood'a men's
tennis team, the firepower
they need to have a successful 2006 campaign.

Spring Preview. Baseball
John Rosenstock
Staff Writer

With 15 players returning from
the previous season and the addition of eight talented freshmen,
the Longwood baseball team
appears to be ready for its second
season of Division I competition.
Head coach Buddy
Bolding is in his 28th
year at the helm of
the Longwood baseball team. With an
overall record of 738363-3 (.670%), he
stands, as the only head
coach in the program's history.
The team boasted a 26-game
winning streak that ended last
year (16-48).
The losing season also marked
the Lancer's first year with a full
Division I schedule.

The Rotunda wants to start a new page lor
classified ads, but we need your kelp!
Personals, Help Wanted, Rooms for Rent - uou
name it, we can kelp you advertise for it!
Please contact rotunda@longwood.edu with "Classified
Ad Wanted" in the subject heading, and we'll respond
with rates and information.
There are deals for on-campus and
off-campus interests.

'In order to get ready for this
upcoming season, wc have
worked extremely hard on conditioning our players so that they
will hopefully have an edge on the
DI [Division 1} opponents," said
Assistant Coach Rick Blanc, who
is entering his third year with the
program.
The season's schedule is
highlighted by games
against North Carolina
State, West Virginia,
Virginia, and VCU.
"We are really
looking forward to
facing such strong
opponents this spring,"
said Blanc
To aid to the anticipation of
playing against such strong teams,
34 of the games will be played at
home.
The Lancers return a field of
veterans, with starting pitchers
John Farrell, Clay Horn, Brian
McCullough, and Zach Zigrang
among others.
New freshmen, such as John
Walker II and Kevin Light, are
also expected to step to the
mound this season.
On the offensive side, the roster is highlighted by power-hitters
Tyler Ames and Tyler Childress,
who are both juniors.
This spring, the team opens
their season with a three-game
scries at Wofford University
February 4-5, before returning to
Farmville for a home-opening
double header against Norfolk
State on February 8.
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Leigh

Maurice Sumter

1) How did your basketball career start?

1) What made you start playing basketball?

-- I was a freshman in high school and I just decided to play

-- Back when 1 was 7,1 was playing point guard at the recreation cen-

basketball.

ter, the YMCA around me. 1 played with my dad when I was real

2) Why did you choose Longwood?

young.

- I liked the team and the school and I liked the coaches.
3) You have a great record. Considering the 4-year transi-

2) Why did you choose Longwood?

tion to Division 1, what can we' expect for the remaining

- It was the best choice for my education and my basketball career.

games?
- We are working hard and we're going to run everyone we

3) What do you plan to do after you graduate?

play. We are going to play hard defense and control the things

—Hopefully 1 can advance with basketball, maybe go overseas, or join

we can control. That's the game plan.

a pro team in the states.

Photos Taken by Emily Grove
Interview by Kate Streekfuss

4) Do you have any pre-game rituals?
-Go to the training room and get treatment for my body. And

4) You have a great record. Considering the 4-year transition to Division 1, what can

1 listen to my iPod.

we expect for the remaining games?

5) What is the most important thing that you've learned at LU?
- I have learned to be a team player and to always keep my head up and to work as hard

- We are going to keep playing hard like we can, try to get a couple wins, come out here and
do our best.

as 1 possibly can. I've learned to push myself to the limits, not just for myself but for my
team.

5) Who is your biggest influence/role model?

6) Do you have a favorite basketball memory?

Definitely my mom, she is a strong person that helped me out, she told me to stay strong

-- The first week back from summer break, the whole team just got together and hung out

and keep my head up. She told me to get to where I need to be.

and bonded. We played pick-up, and chillaxed, and played Catch Phrase and team dinner.
7)Who is your biggest influence/role model?

6) Do you have any pre-game rituals?

- My AAU coach was a big influence. She let me know 1 could do it and get to the next

--1 keep a coin in my shoe and 1 wear my high socks.

level and definitely coached me through it all.
7) What is the most important thing that you've learned at LU?
— 1 just gotta keep playing hard, keep my head up, and get to where I want to be.

Enjoy Carefree Living

Building On Tradition

• no grass cutting • no leaf raking
no snow shoveling

rick
rick...
You are invited to leave a lasting legacy
at longwood by purchasing a paver at the Brock Commons entrance
The pavers can commemorate your lime at bmgsrood
in many ircinve ways, list your name and class
year, a major, a hometown, an academic
department. Creek symbols, campus organizations the pouibihtm are eruUrsi.'Thc cost for each paver
is $55 and this special offer is limited to parents
of current student*, students, (acuity and stall only.
If you are interested in purchasing a paver,
simply stop by the Alumni Office, Lancaster 120
or email easterdnVlongwood-cdu tor an order
form. The deadline for ordering this year is
April I. 2006, and the bricks will be in place
by the end of the summer.

One Floor Living - No Steps!
• 2 FuN Baths • 2 or 3 Bedrooms • Enclosed Patio
2-Story Plans with First Floor Masters Also Available

NEW Homes from $144,990

J.A. Wood Corp.
49 Ytcan of (kiakty Crajtrrumsfap
you expat si a harm
wwwjawo odcorp.com

Join the hundreds of Longwood supporters who
have already participated in (his special Longwood
tradition by purchasing your brick today!
1%

Models Open Wed. • Sat. 11-5

(434) 392-2211
1517 VVbodlauid Court
Located rjebind Longwood Visage
Stopping Center on ndnwood Road

T*«i«ed toward posits and closing costs *t»n using Buider rjcommended Lenrter.

. .h

toummtfm

You can sign a
lease at Sunchase

1:00AM

to reserve your

Saturday

apartment TODAY!

at Buzz's
Crib in
Sunchase

Sunchase will re lease you from ALL obligations of your
lease & REFUND all money if you are not released from
campus housing, so sign a lease to hold your apartment

